
 
 

 

Month 9 
 
 

Dear Kriology Student, 

 

Enclosed you will find the printed materials for your ninth and final lesson of Kriology. 

As always, place the lessons in the appropriate sections of your binder and begin your studies 

by reviewing the lesson plan and sadhana guide. Lesson Nine introduces two very subtle 

mystical concepts: Isvara Pranidhana and Ishta Devata. You will also find the eighth chapter of 

the Kriya Ananda Upanishad. Isvara Pranidhana and Ishta Devata are profound practices that 

are an integral part of esoteric Kriya Yoga and form the foundation for the second level of 

Kriology. Read and review the articles that cover these important techniques several times and 

reflect deeply on their significance during your tarka practice.  

 

Isvara pranidhana is a niyama that is an essential part of Kriya practice. Isvara is Spirit, the true 

Self –– that which is perfect, whole, and complete. The practice of Isvara Pranidhana is the act of 

placing your awareness upon Isvara. It is the moment each day when you turn within, ascend 

the astral spine, and attune your awareness to the formless spiritual Reality that you are.  

 

The Ishta Devata is your chosen form of the sacred, a deeply personal and powerful symbol that 

personifies the highest expression of Spirit. It is a mirror, an image of the unmanifested Reality 

reflected into your mind. It is an embodiment of a living state of consciousness that cultivates a 

profound experience of the indivisible unity that is Life. 

 

One of the main goals of Kriology is to assist you in developing a consistent and structured 

sadhana practice. You have received a rich variety of techniques and rituals as part of this 

program. Use them to create a sadhana practice for yourself. As always, use the techniques that 

are most meaningful to you. If you have not developed a sadhana practice or have not explored 

all the techniques you have already received, go back and begin to integrate the methods that  



 

 

 

 

 

 

were given. You can use any of the techniques that you enjoy as part of your daily sadhana, but 

Hong Sau is the primary practice.  

 

Thank you once again for your patience and for the opportunity to share the teachings of the 

Kriya Dharma. I hope you find them to be a resource for deeper wisdom and contentment in 

your life. May you be blessed. May you be an ever-greater blessing unto all those whose lives 

you touch. 

 

 

We wish you great joy upon your path, 
 

 
Temple Staff 
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STUDY GUIDE - LESSON NINE

Week One

1. Make time each day for your Sadhana Practice.

2. Listen to CDs #39 & #40.

3. Read the Kriya Sadhana and Techniques articles.

4. Begin Reading Assignments.

5. Review Study Questions and Assignments.

6. Record your reflections and observations in your spiritual journal.

7. Record your dreams each morning in your dream journal.

8. Make time to reflect upon your Ishta Devata.

Week Two

1. Make time each day for your Sadhana Practice.

2. Continue Reading Assignments.

3. Listen to CD #41.

4. Read the Kriya Ananda Upanishad.

5. Review Study Questions and Assignments.

6. Record your reflections and observations in your spiritual journal.

7. Record your dreams each morning in your dream journal.

8. Make time to reflect upon your Ishta Devata.

Week Three

1. Make time each day for your Sadhana Practice.

2. Review the Kriya Sadhana and Techniques articles.

3. Listen to CDs #42 & #43.
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4. Review Personal Reflection Assignments.

5. Record your reflections and observations in your spiritual journal.

6. Record your dreams each morning in your dream journal.

7. Make time to reflect upon your Ishta Devata.

Week Four

1. Make time each day for your Sadhana Practice.

2. Record your reflections and observations in your spiritual journal.

3. Review articles and reading assignments.

4. Complete Personal Reflections & Self-Study Questions.

5. Review all CDs.

6. Complete Assignments.

7. Answer Study Questions.

8. Make time to reflect upon your Ishta Devata.

9. Review, Review, Review.
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SADHANA GUIDE – LESSON NINE

Lesson Nine introduces two very subtle mystical concepts: Isvara Pranidhana and
Ishta Devata. These profound practices are an integral part of esoteric Kriya Yoga and
form the foundation for the second level of Kriology. Read and review the articles that
cover these important techniques several times and reflect deeply on their significance
during your tarka practice.

In the Kriya tradition, Isvara is understood to be Spirit (purusha) –– that which is
perfect, whole, and complete. Isvara is the true Self, which is transcendent of the mind
and body. The practice of Isvara Pranidhana is the act of placing your awareness upon
Isvara. It is the moment each day when you turn within, ascend the astral spine, and
attune your awareness to the formless spiritual Reality that you are and the boundless
blessings that flow from it. For many students, the first step in this process is to personify
Isvara. This is the practice of the Ishta Devata.

The Ishta Devata is your chosen form of the sacred, a deeply personal and powerful
symbol that personifies the highest expression of Spirit that you can conceive. It is a
mirror, an image of the unmanifested Reality reflected into your mind. It is an embodi-
ment of a living state of consciousness that cultivates a profound experience of the indi-
visible unity that is Life. Your Ishta is a symbol that contains shakti, an energy that has
very specific effects on your awareness. When the shakti of your Ishta is released, it
vivifies the subtlest and most spiritual aspects of your being.

Level Two of Kriology offers advanced techniques and rituals, including several
that focus on the practice of the Ishta Devata. Take advantage of the time between now
and the next level of your studies to refine your existing practice, deepen your under-
standing of the Kriya Dharma, and cultivate your awareness of the form that personifies
your Ishta Devata. Discovering this very special symbol is the most important practice
of this lesson.

One of the main goals of the first level of Kriology is to assist you in developing a
consistent and structured sadhana practice. The first four preparatory Kriyas you re-
ceived created a very specific pattern. Each should have been practiced for at least one
month or until it was mastered. Lesson Seven introduced Setu Bandha and several varia-
tions of Viparita Karani Mudra, which prepare you for the practice of Viparita Karani
Kriya. Regardless of whether you choose to practice Viparita Karani Kriya, the other
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techniques and rituals you have received as part of this program offer you a rich and
well structured sadhana practice that you should continue until the next level of Kriology
begins. As always, continue to practice the techniques that are most meaningful to you.

If you have not developed a sadhana practice or have not explored all the tech-
niques you have already received, go back and begin to integrate the methods that were
given. You can use any of the techniques that you enjoy as part of your daily sadhana,
but Hong Sau is the primary practice. If you make time for nothing else, breathe Hong
Sau every day.

Lifestyle
1. Drink at least six glasses of spring water each day.

2. Set aside forty-eight minutes a day to observe silence.

Sleep
1. Get at least seven hours of sleep each night.

2. Observe the Ritual of the Moon before going to bed.

3. Fall asleep slowly and try not to rupture your self-awareness.

4. Wake up slowly. Lie in bed with your eyes closed and recall your dreams.

5. Record your dreams in a Dream Journal.

Shat Kriyas
1. Practice 1-3 rounds of Kapalabhati or Bhastrika daily.

2. Practice Jala Neti once a month at the new moon.

3. Fast or fruit fast at least one day a month, preferably at the new moon.

4. Clean your tongue daily.

Yama/Niyama
1. Focus on the practice of Isvara Pranidhana.

Asana Practice
1. Practice Setu Bandha.

2. Practice Viparita Karani Mudra.
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3. Continue to refine the following asanas in your daily practice:  Matsyasana (Fish),
Baddha Konasana (Bound Angle), Virasana (Hero), Tadasana (Mountain), Urdva
Hastasana (Upward Hand), Adho Mukha Svanasana (Downward Facing Dog),
Uttanasana (Deliberate Lengthened), Jathara Parivartanasana (Spinal Twist).

Ritual Practice
1. Perform the Ritual for Creating Sacred Space before Kriya practice.

2. Start your practice with The Invocation of Goodness.

3. Perform the Ritual of Purification when you bathe.

4. Perform the Ritual of Clarity as needed.

5. Perform the Ritual of Forgiveness.

Pranayama Practice
1. Sipping Breath (2-3 minutes)

2. EEEE Mantra (1-4 rounds)

3. Nadi Shodhana (7-21 rounds)

4. Viloma I & II (5-10 rounds)

5. Kapalabhati and Bhastrika (1-3 rounds)

Meditation Practice
1. Hong Sau Kriya (as long as you wish)

2. Chakra Anusandhana Kriya (3-7 rounds)

3. Nada Sanchalana Kriya (7-15 rounds)

4. Pavana Sanchalana Kriya (7-15 rounds)

5. Maha Mudra Kriya (3-7 rounds)

6. Paschimottanasana Kriya (optional)

7. Viparita Karani Kriya (1-3 rounds)
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ASSIGNMENTS - LESSON NINE

Reading Assignment – Lesson Nine
Read and review Chapters 9-12 in Beginner’s Guide To Meditation.

Choosing Your Ishta Devata

Choosing your Ishta Devata is a very important spiritual process. This deeply per-
sonal symbol can assume any form that is meaningful to you. It may be a collective
cultural symbol such as Buddha or Christ. It may be one of the countless gods and
goddesses of the western tradition. It may be one of the devas or devis of the yogic
tradition, or it may take a form that is all your own. The choice is yours. Choosing an
Ishta offers you limitless imagery and total freedom of expression.

Tarka Practice

You have dedicated a great deal of time over the last year to the study and practice
of Kriya. How has your participation in Kriology changed your perception of yourself
and Life? How has it affected:

Your concept of Self

Your understanding of the spiritual path

Your relationships with family and friends

Your understanding of your spiritual goal

Your ability to be kinder and more compassionate

Your ability to understand and soften your karma
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Maha Tarka –– Kriology Level One

The following six questions relate directly to the first five personal reflection ques-
tions you were asked in Lesson One. Your answers to these questions should be com-
pared to the answers you recorded in your spiritual journal during the first month of
your studies.

1. Have you attained the one thing you wanted to attain from your participation in
Kriology? If not, why? If you have, how can you offer it to others?

2. Have you removed what you identified in Lesson One as the biggest impediment to
experiencing contentment in your life? If not, why?

3. Are you more content in your life today than you were a year ago? If so, why? If not,
why?

4. Is what you identified as the biggest reoccurring problem in your life still a reoccur-
ring problem? If so, why? What can you do to soften the karma even further?

5. How has your concept of your spiritual goal changed since beginning Kriology?

6. How has your understanding of what you are seeking in your life changed over the
last year?
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–– Personal Reflections & Self-Study Questions ––

The following questions are to be used over the coming month as part of your daily
tarka practice. The answers that arise from your reflections should be recorded in your
spiritual journal. As always, the answers are for you alone.

1. What are the three most valuable things you have gained from your participation in
Kriology?

2. Have you observed changes in your personality over the last year? If so, what are
they and what do you attribute them to?

3. Has your sadhana practice become an integral part of your life? If not, why?

4. What challenges have you faced over the last year in establishing a consistent prac-
tice?

5. In what ways has your perception of yourself shifted over the last year?

6. In what ways has a shift in your perception of yourself been challenging?

7. How has your lifestyle changed over the last year?

8. What karmic challenges did you encounter this year, and how did you meet them?

9. Has your concept of the spiritual path changed over the last year? If so, how?

10. How has your idea of what it means to live the spiritual life changed since beginning
Kriology?

11. In what ways has a shift in your perception of the spiritual life been challenging?

12. What role do the values of your culture and the people around you play in the choices
you make?
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13. Do you feel you have clarity of purpose in your life? If so, how would you describe
it?

14. What areas of your life require greater clarity of purpose?

15. Does the fulfillment of your spiritual goal depend on forces outside of you? If so,
how and why?
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THE PRACTICE OF ISVARA PRANIDHANA

There are many ways to understand the meaning of the Sanskrit word kriya. Thus
there are many ways to understand the practice of Kriya Yoga. Sri Patanjali gives the
most concise definition in the Yoga Sutras: Tapah svadhyaya Isvara pranidhani kriyayogah,
which can be translated “Kriya Yoga is spiritual ardency (tapas), self-study (svadhyaya),
and attunement to the indwelling Reality (Isvara pranidhana).”

The Practice of Tapas and Svadhyaya

The root of the word tapas means to heat or make hot. The practice of tapas generates
an astral heat that releases or activates kriya kundalini. Tapas is both a mental attitude
and a set of techniques that purifies the body, brings clarity of consciousness, and at-
tenuates the klesas. It is often translated as ardency or austerity and self-discipline. How-
ever, there are austerities and self-disciplines that release tapas, and there are those that
do not.

The word svadhyaya literally translates as the study of one’s own self. In the classical
tradition, svadhyaya is sometimes considered to be the practice of japa, repetitiously
chanting one of two mantras –– either the sacred mantra aumm or the mantra given to
an initiate by the guru. However, in order for this practice to truly be svadhyaya, the
repetition of the mantra must be performed with an acute awareness of what is happen-
ing within the practitioner’s mind. In later commentaries, svadhyaya is also described
as gaining knowledge of self through the study of holy texts that relate the nature of
consciousness and the divine science of yoga.

Isvara: The Formless Indwelling Reality

Isvara pranidhana, the third facet of Kriya practice as described in the Sutras, is the
most misunderstood. The Sanskrit word Isvara is often confused with the English words
God and Lord. It can be translated as mighty or ruler, but the connotation is quite clearly
an internal ruler, not a lord or sovereign who is responsible for setting the stage on
which the drama of human life unfolds.

Both the Yoga Sutras and the Bhagavad Gita point out that Isvara dwells within
each and every being. Patanjali’s description of Isvara is quite clear, and it is not the
concept of God as a divine ruler or the creator of the universe. Patanjali defines Isvara as
Spirit unaffected and unrestricted by karma, klesa, and vasana. Isvara is the formless
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spiritual Reality dwelling within each being, unaffected by time, space, and causation.
Isvara is pure unformed consciousness.

There are hundreds of names for God and thousands of texts giving different at-
tributes and definitions, but attributing name or form to Isvara is a practice that yogis
seek to transcend because they want to move beyond all mental concepts of God. Over
the centuries, various schools have projected their own definitions onto the meaning of
Isvara and have reinforced the confusion around what Patanjali meant by the practice of
Isvara pranidhana. For example, the older Shankhya School did not even recognize a
god in the contemporary religious context of the word, but later the Vedanta school
describes God as an impersonal, absolute state devoid of attributes. Still later, some bhakti
yoga schools interpreted Isvara pranidhana to mean worship, devotion, or surrender to
Isvara. In the Kriya tradition, Isvara is understood to be Spirit (purusha) –– that which is
whole, complete, and unchanging. Isvara is the true Self, which is transcendent of the
mind and body and beyond the horizon of egocentric awareness.

Understanding the Practice of Isvara Pranidhana

The practice of Isvara pranidhana is often difficult for yoga students to understand.
In the context of the Yoga Sutras, the word pranidhana means to bring forth or place one’s
awareness. Isvara pranidhana is the act or kriya of placing one’s awareness upon Isvara
and attuning to that indwelling Reality. Patanjali clearly speaks of the efficiency of this
practice in reinforcing the impulse toward samadhi and weakening the klesas, but few
fully grasp the subtle truth underlying it. It has been interpreted and reinterpreted in
many ways, including surrender to God, devotion to the Lord, and the dedication of all
action to one’s chosen deity.

Every text defines or translates Isvara pranidhana differently. One text suggests that
the practice of Isvara pranidhana relates to the purification of the emotions, tapas to the
purification of the will, and svadhyaya to the purification of the intellect. Other texts
describe Isvara pranidhana as performing all duties and actions in a way that focuses
the mind on what needs to be done rather than on what one expects to receive as a result
of one’s actions.

In the practice of Kriology, Isvara pranidhana is not an intellectual observance. It is
a niyama that is an essential prerequisite for bringing about a spiritual transformation in
consciousness. It is a profound method for awakening to an ever-expansive experience
of your true nature, which is formless and beyond the grasp of ordinary awareness.
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In an attempt to communicate what is knowable but not directly communicable, the
human mind generates symbols or forms that correspond to it. Isvara symbolizes that
which is complete, whole, and unchanging. It is pure consciousness, hidden by the fluc-
tuations of the mind, the mental forms of everyday thought and emotion. An ineffable
light shines forth in meditation when you realize that you are not these subtle forms and
cannot be limited or defined by them. The life divine, with its wisdom and bliss, is al-
ways accessible to you when you meditate. The practice of Isvara pranidhana is the
moment each day when you turn within, ascend the astral spine, and attune your aware-
ness to that which transcends the mind and body — the formless spiritual Reality and
the boundless blessings that flow from it.

Enlightenment: The Liberation of Self-Awareness

The Yoga Sutras define the goals of Kriya practice as the removal of the root cause of
pain and suffering (the klesas) and the attainment of samadhi. The practice of Isvara
pranidhana and the asceticism and contemplative techniques that comprise Kriya Yoga
can be understood on a much deeper level when the root cause of human suffering is
recognized. The spiritual psychology and cosmology of the Yoga Sutras point out that
human suffering is not the result of divine punishment or original sin. It is self-made
and self-sustained by a metaphysical ignorance called avidya.

Patanjali defines avidya as an ignorance of the true nature of self –– an ignorance
that makes us confuse Spirit with our own psycho-mental experiences. It is avidya that
causes the human mind to attribute qualities to the eternal, unchanging Reality (Isvara)
and to confuse those qualities with that which they only represent or symbolize.

Avidya is a limitation of self-awareness in which one forgets or loses true knowl-
edge of the self. It is a lack of discernment in which humans think the psycho-mental life,
the activity of the senses and thoughts, is identical with self. This causes a confusion
between two wholly autonomous realities –– purusha (Spirit) and prakriti (matter). In
truth, there is no real connection between these two realities; there exists only a temporal
and illusory relationship.

Psycho-mental experience, which belongs to the realm of nature (prakriti), is not
Spirit, which belongs to the realm of consciousness (purusha). Mental-sensory experi-
ences and Spirit exist within, and belong to, two different ontological orders. Enlighten-
ment occurs when you experientially understand this truth and realize (again) that Spirit
(Isvara) is (and always has been) free of all forms and forces that seemingly obscure your
awareness of it.
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Enlightenment does not liberate Spirit from matter. It liberates your awareness from
matter. Spirit is, and always has been, free of the mind and body. Enlightenment is a
process that expands consciousness by liberating your awareness, which is so locked
into your ego personality that you experience nothing outside of the ego, or at least
nothing that is not filtered and therefore modified by the mechanism of the mind. En-
lightenment liberates self-awareness from egocentricity and thus it expands your con-
sciousness.

The Attainment of Balanced Self-Conscious Awareness

Patanjali articulates the thesis of Kriya Yoga practice quite clearly: The egocentric
limitation of human consciousness, and all the emotionality, greed, and suffering that
follow from it, has its origin in avidya. Enlightenment is attained when the confusion of
avidya is removed.

Only metaphysical knowledge removes metaphysical ignorance; only balanced self-
conscious awareness removes the ignorance that conceals your true nature. Kriya Yoga
is a system of psychobiological techniques that produces enlightenment by means of
asceticism, self-study, and meditation. The practice of tapas, svadhyaya, and Isvara
pranidhana results in a metaphysical knowledge that reveals the indwelling Reality.
This metaphysical knowledge leads to enlightenment –– a clear, direct perception of the
true Self.

It is this metaphysical knowledge of Self –– the attainment of balanced self-con-
scious awareness –– that is the end goal pursued by all mystics and yogis, though differ-
ent schools of yoga and mysticism emphasize different aspects of practice to attain it.
The focus of Kriya Yoga is on tapas, svadhyaya, and the practice of Isvara pranidhana—
developing your ability to attune your awareness to a universal state of consciousness
transcendent of the mind and body and to recognize that consciousness as the formless
Reality dwelling within you. To do this, you need to quiet your mind and body through
self-discipline and self-study, release your attachments to the religious and philosophi-
cal preconceptions you hold, and meditate on a form that symbolizes the essential na-
ture of pure, unformed consciousness. In yoga, this symbol is called the Ishta Devata.

Isvara Pranidhana and the Goals of Kriya Practice

Kriya Yoga is in philosophical agreement with the Shankya Yoga school of yoga
philosophy, which states that everything that is not purusha (consciousness) is prakriti
(matter). This includes the contents of the mind and all the manifestations of sensory
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experience, which are understood to be subtle forms of matter. Kriya Yoga embraces
Shankya’s analysis of nature and finds its key value in the practice of meditation.  This is
because meditation alone reveals the omnipresence and autonomy of Spirit.

If you would be enlightened, you must start by coming to know the essence and
nature of the mind, its ever-changing forms (composed of subtle prakriti), and the laws
that govern its evolution. These laws are revealed through meditation. In the esoteric
tradition of Kriya, self-study is a dispassionate observation of the subtle forms you have
woven within and around you.  It is seeing the way in which the mind’s energies con-
stantly shift and how self-awareness becomes obscured by the vrittis. The dedicated
practice of Kriya leads to vritti nirodha, a motionless state of complete non-emotionality
that awakens a direct insight into the nature of consciousness and mind. This brings
about a spiritual transformation that leads to enlightenment.

Tapas, svadhyaya, and Isvara pranidhana are in fact only one practice. They work
together to achieve the goal of Kriya. As your practice of svadhyaya deepens and ma-
tures, you begin to recognize what you are, and more importantly, what you are not.
You come to see the samskaras, vrittis, and klesas for what they are –– subtle forms of
prakriti or energy that veil the awareness of your true nature, which is pure conscious-
ness. These subtle karmic particles, which are an impediment to enlightenment, are re-
moved from your astral body by the practice of tapas –– self-discipline and mystical
methodologies that purify the astral body, induce pranic equilibrium, and release kriya
kundalini. Tapas generates an astral heat that neutralizes the karmic momentum of the
vrittis and klesas. Thus it reveals that which is transcendent of the mind — Isvara. This
is why the practice of tapas and svadhyaya leads naturally to the practice of Isvara
pranidhana, producing true knowledge of the Self.

Kriya Yoga is a process of physical, mental, and astral purification.  It is a method of
self-study, self-discipline, and attunement that dissolves ignorance –– the illusion that
you are the mind and body –– and leads to the outer fringes of samadhi. It is a pathway
to Truth, to knowledge of the source of your being, and to wisdom. Its practice clears
that path of all obstacles to divine communion.

When you learn to release your attachment to your mind and your involvement
with your ego, the microcosm and macrocosm will unite, ida and pingala will collapse,
and a portal will open that leads to an awareness of the completeness of your being. It
reveals the core energy within the heart of your mind, which is bliss. Having attained it,
you want to sustain that bliss and the wisdom it contains. You do this by entering the
portal of your meditation each day and remembering who you truly are. You do this by
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the practice of Isvara pranidhana— attuning to that which is, was, and will always be
perfect, whole, and complete. This is the practice of Kriya Yoga. May you find great joy
in it.
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THE NOBLE IDEAL OF ISHTA DEVATA

Most schools of mystical thought personify the Godhead and teach the noble ideals
of unselfish love, devotion, and service. These spiritual values are universally recog-
nized to be primary practices that are indispensable to sincere souls seeking enlighten-
ment. They weaken greed and self-interest, expand the mind beyond egocentric aware-
ness, and lead to an awareness of that which transcends the realm of the senses and the
content of the mind. In Kriology, this noble principle is called the practice of attuning to
the Ishta Devata.

The Mystical Significance of the Ishta Devata

Like the mysticism of Isvara and the practice of Isvara pranidhana, the meaning
and significance of the Ishta Devata is very subtle. Therefore it is easily misunderstood.
Ishta is a title that can be bestowed upon all forms of God. It is the feminine form of the
word ishtan, which means worshipped or beloved. Devata is a derivation of the Sanskrit
word deva, which is usually translated as god or celestial being –– a being who is the
personification or controller of some aspect of the universe. Deva and devata both come
from the Sanskrit root div, meaning to shine. Your Ishta Devata is a source of spiritual
light to which you are intrinsically attuned. It is a divine energy that reflects a unique
and specific aspect of the indescribable Reality. It is a symbol reflecting all that is sacred
to you, a seed containing the essence of your being –– pure undifferentiated conscious-
ness.

In the mysticism of Kriology, gods and devas are understood to be celestial ener-
gies. They are living states of consciousness, personifications of the natural forces that
exist within you and within the macrocosmic universe around you. Each deva repre-
sents a different facet or aspect of the Divine Ground that is the source of existence.
Together the devas symbolize the infinite potentiality of the Godhead, all the possible
permutations that arise as the unmanifested Reality (purusha) projects itself into mani-
festation (prakriti).

The spiritual psychology of yoga is a living science that studies the nature of con-
sciousness. You cannot know the Truth of your being without grasping the fundamental
qualities of its nature. You are Spirit –– an eternal, self-existent Reality transcendent of
time, space, and causation. Though your essential nature is formless, it can be known
and perceived because of the qualities it possesses and the subtle forms through which
these qualities are given expression.
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The essential nature of your being is described in yoga philosophy as existence (sat),
consciousness (chit), and bliss (ananda). In Kriology, it is described as Original Good-
ness. The Ishta Devata is a deeply personal and powerful symbol that personifies these
qualities and embodies the highest expression of Spirit that you can conceive. The Ishta
Devata is your chosen form of the sacred, an embodiment of loving kindness, compas-
sion, and wisdom. It is a living state of consciousness that cultivates a profound experi-
ence of the indivisible unity that is Life. Thus it is a portal to enlightenment –– a clear,
direct, and spontaneous awareness of your essential nature.

The practice of attunement to the Ishta Devata reveals that there is a cosmic influ-
ence that exists prior to the forces of nature. This cosmic energy is the source of energy
and power in nature and in sentient beings.  The Ishta Devata awakens a realization of
your unity with this cosmic energy. It brings you closer to a more mature and accurate
perception of this Reality. You see that the realms in which you exist are far more com-
plex and multifarious than you understood and yet, at the same time, they are much
more homogeneous. This realization cannot be fully appreciated by intellectual study. It
must be grasped by a direct and primary experience.

Understanding Nirguna and Saguna Brahman

Gods and goddesses are states of consciousness that are given name and form by
the mind. The Ishta Devata is a mystical method by which you can transcend these
psychological states and move to a direct experience of the Reality they symbolize. In
the classical cosmology of yoga, this ultimate impersonal Reality, which is the source of
manifestation, is called Nirguna Brahman. It is the substratum of the universe, the cause
from which phenomenal existence is the effect, the Divine Ground from which the uni-
verse of infinite things arises and then returns.

Nirguna Brahman is Reality without form or attributes. It is sometimes referred to
as negative existence or the void (sunyata). This is an important philosophical concept to
understand. When the mystic describes Reality as a void, he means that it is void of
manifestation. However, it contains within itself the potentiality of all things, just as a
single acorn contains the potentiality of the forest. In the same way, the Ishta Devata is
the seed of enlightenment; it contains all the potentiality of your creative spiritual na-
ture.
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The vastness of the void that is Nirguna Brahman is beyond the comprehension of
the human mind because only a fragment of it is ever manifest. This is why man must
approach it through Saguna Brahman –– its countless manifestations or formed states of
consciousness, which are referred to metaphorically as deities, gods, and devas. This is
the genesis of the principle of the Ishta Devata. Its purpose is to lift your awareness to
the subtlest and most spiritual form you can hold in your mind and then move you
away from the mental concept and transform your consciousness into a rapport with
the living Reality that it symbolizes.

Reality cannot be the object of cognition. Nothing can be said about Nirguna Brah-
man without limiting it. The very moment you try to conceive of it as a thought, you
make it part of the mind. You limit it by making it less than itself, less than the pure state
of consciousness it is. It becomes Saguna Brahman — Reality with attributes. However,
the formless Reality must be approached through that which is tangible and able to be
perceived. This is the mystical purpose of the Ishta Devata.

Transcending Name and Form

No single form or name could possibly embody the infinite grandeur that is Life.
Names and forms are symbols that can only point to the Truth of existence. The name
and form given to your Ishta is just one of an infinite number that you could select. It
expresses your understanding of the spiritual Reality that you are, yet it can only repre-
sent a facet of that Reality, a specific manifestation or form of that Reality.

Only the totality of all possible names and forms could ever begin to even approxi-
mate the fullness that is Nirguna Brahman. Religions try to express this idea when they
describe a celestial hierarchy of gods and angels. Although these symbolic schemes can
be valuable because they point toward the nature and structure of consciousness, they
are not mystically accurate. Theologically speaking, gods and angels exist outside of
human beings and exert their influence from above. There is a very important distinc-
tion between that paradigm and the mystical concept of the Ishta Devata. The Ishta is a
portal to the self-existent Reality deep within each and every sentient being. It is under-
stood to be part of you, not something outside of you.

The practice of the Ishta Devata reveals that everything that has a name is a creation
of the mind. The Ishta is a method for transcending name and form and moving to a
realization of that which is beyond the mind but not beyond consciousness. The Ishta
reveals that there is a substratum to physical existence and the manifestations of the
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mind. It reveals that this substratum, this Reality, permeates everything. It is the collec-
tive substance of everything that has name or form. This insight reveals that nothing has
name or form in and of itself. Name and form exist only as a mechanism of the mind.
The Ishta reveals that which is behind all conscious and subconscious perception.  Thus
the Ishta moves you away from living in your mind and into the Pool of Life deep within
you.

Choosing Your Ishta Devata

Your Ishta Devata is a very special deva. It is your chosen form of the formless, and
it represents the highest spiritual state of consciousness you can conceive of. Your Ishta
is a deeply personal symbol, and like all symbols, it contains shakti, an energy that has
very specific effects on your awareness. When the shakti of your Ishta is released within
your astral body, it vivifies the subtlest and most spiritual aspects of your being. This
leads you to an awareness of the unformed Reality within you that is the source of all
manifestation. In Kriology this source or point of projection is called the bindu, the point
of original creation or projection into form.

Because it is transcendent of name and form, the spiritual Reality that you are can be
referred to by any name and symbolically represented by any form. If you understand
this, you understand one of the primary values of the Ishta Devata. It is a mirror, an
image of the unmanifested Reality reflected into your mind. It is a symbol containing all
the potentialities of that which it represents. Thus, by its very nature, all names and
forms suit it. The defining difference between your Ishta and someone else’s is the form
it takes and the symbol that you choose to represent it. This determines the energy or
shakti it releases, and therefore the effect it will have on your consciousness.

Your Ishta Devata can assume any form that is meaningful to you. Choosing an
Ishta offers you limitless imagery and total freedom of expression. It enables you to
move beyond intellectual rhetoric and philosophical speculation to an experiential un-
derstanding that anything you conceive the Ishta to be is just one of the infinite expres-
sions of the Divine. If you reflect on the mystical significance of this, you will understand
a deep and subtle Truth: All forms are symbolic expressions of the Divine. Everything is
God. It is only the human mind that fragments Life into the sacred and the profane. The
ritual of the Ishta Devata reveals that the qualities of the Ishta are within you. That which
is sacred, perfect, whole, and complete is within you, not external to you. You are the
Goodness that is Life.
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Attuning to Your Ishta Devata

Because the form of the Ishta Devata determines the energy that is released when
you attune to it, your Ishta must be resonant with your soul and should only be chosen
after deep meditation and reflection. When you turn your awareness toward your Ishta
Devata, you are nourishing that living state of spiritual consciousness within you. When
you pour energy into your Ishta, you are energizing the qualities that it embodies. As
you deepen your attunement to your Ishta, you become more resonant with those quali-
ties within you and the macrocosm around you to which you are most intimately and
spiritually attuned.

When you establish a meaningful rapport with your Ishta, you make contact with a
state of consciousness within you that is transcendent of the mind. Because you must
interact with your Ishta Devata to establish this rapport, your Ishta needs to be an an-
thropomorphic form; it should have two eyes, two ears, at least two arms and legs, and
a mouth. It does not need to be human, but it must be able to interact meaningfully with
you –– to talk to you, see you, hear you, touch you, walk with you, smile at you. It may
take some reflection to come to an awareness of what this profoundly powerful symbol
will be for you. It may help to think about which anthropomorphic form would most
fully symbolize or embody the highest manifestations of unselfish love, compassion,
wisdom, and bliss.

As you awareness of your Ishta matures, so will your understanding of the mecha-
nism of the Ishta Devata and your appreciation of that which the Ishta symbolizes. Over
time you may feel the need to change the form your Ishta takes, or it may change spon-
taneously. It is not spiritually wise to change the form of your Ishta Devata with any
regularity, but the symbol that represents your Ishta may change and evolve over time
as you interact with it and attune to it more fully. If after meditation and reflection you
have difficulty coming to an awareness of your Ishta Devata, you may want to begin
with a collective cultural symbol that may or may not prove to be your personal Ishta,
such as Buddha, Krishna, Moses, or Christ.

Cultural Expressions of the Ishta Devata

On a very subtle level, the Ishta represents an unconscious spiritual longing or need.
By transforming this desire into an object of devotion and reverence, the symbolic need
is spiritualized. When souls who are seeking the same spiritual attunement or the fulfill-
ment of the same spiritual need join together, their Ishta Devata often becomes a cultural
symbol. A group using the same Ishta builds a very powerful thought form that can be
drawn upon by each soul within the group.
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If the thought form of the collective Ishta grows strong enough over time, people
outside the group will begin to call upon it as well. This collective attunement can be
seen in the shamanic rites of native cultures, the State gods and goddesses of ancient
Greece and Rome, and today’s organized religions, where the principle of the Ishta is
used to concentrate on one special manifestation or form of God. However, it is impor-
tant to remember that religion’s concept of God, which is a collective cultural expression
of the yogic principle of the Ishta Devata, is not God. That which humans refer to in so
many ways as the one true God is beyond the forms and symbols of all religious tradi-
tions.

Encountering Your Ishta Devata

As your attunement to your Ishta matures, one day it may spontaneously appear to
you. It may appear in a dream or it may even appear as a physical manifestation. If it
does, it is coming forth for a specific purpose, which will be in harmony with your inner
being. Note the experience well, and watch your life carefully to see what follows. The
Ishta imparts great blessings. At the same time, remember that the mind is a great ser-
vant and a poor master. The Ishta is part of you, not outside of you. It is a symbol, a
manifestation representing something that lies beyond it. You are here to be free, to
recognize the beauty and goodness that you are, that is Life, not to be controlled by a
concept or an image.  This is the great gift of the Ishta Devata. It reveals that all the
qualities it possesses are within you. The sacredness of the Ishta is within you. The beauty
of the Ishta is within you. The compassion of the Ishta is within you. The totality of
existence is within you.

Life is rooted in reciprocity. The thought-forms you feed will grow and manifest in
your life. When you dwell on fear, you are attuning to Saturn, and the god of limitation
will paralyze you. If you cling to anger and resentment, you are attuning to Mars, and
the god of war will destroy your happiness. When you are gentle, generous, and kind,
you are attuning to Venus and Jupiter, the benevolent gods who bestow love, happiness,
and wisdom. If you feed the state of consciousness that is your Ishta and serve it with
devotion, it will reveal to you the beauty and wonder that you are. If you succor unto
Life, Life will succor unto you. This is the nature of the universe in which you dwell. This
is the noble nature of the Ishta Devata –– Thou art Life, Thou art That.
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KRIYA ANANDA UPANISHAD – VIII

8.1 Kriology is comprised of five primary stages of practice and attainment:
1) Preparatory Kriya Practices
2) Maha Mudra Practice
3) Yoni Mudra Practice
4) Kriya Pranayama Practice
5) The Aftereffect of Practice

8.2 If you want to experience the full spiritual effect of Kriya practice, preparation is of
the utmost importance. The first step is to practice the preparatory Kriyas you have
been given, including the shat kriyas that have been recommended.

8.3 You also need to keep your body and mind as healthy as possible. This means eating
fresh, wholesome, organic food whenever possible, drinking pure spring water, prac-
ticing Hatha Yoga, and leading a lifestyle that is fundamentally stress-free. As the
ancient Greeks pointed out, “In all things, moderation.”

8.4 Maha Mudra stretches the spine and opens the spinal vertebrae. This enables the
kriya currents to flow around the physical spine and enter into the astral chakras. It
revitalizes the brain and internal organs, maintaining optimal health in the mind
and body. It also improves the intellectual powers and increases physical longevity.

8.5 The primary function of Yoni Mudra is to bring the third eye (ajna chakra) into focus
so that it can be awakened. It also assists you to pass through the awakened third
eye.

8.6 When you are first able to see the ajna chakra, it appears as a blue pearl. Later it is
seen as a golden sun, and then as a white light. Still later, it is seen as a five-pointed
star that pulsates, and then as a five-pointed star that rotates. Finally it is observed as
a five-pointed star that opens and closes.

8.7 Seeing the third eye open and close is a very evolved state of consciousness. How-
ever, you must be able to actually pass through the five-pointed star when it is open.
Passing through this very special doorway is a portal that leads to Divine Wisdom.
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8.8 Kriya Pranayama is an advanced technique that spontaneously dislodges negative
karmic proclivities and removes them.

8.9 Negative mental forces can only exist in an environment that is filled with negative
karmic particles. Kriya is a technique that electro-magnetically dissolves these karmic
particles. Thus the daily practice of Kriya pranayama makes it impossible for nega-
tive proclivities to sustain themselves.

8.10  The aftereffect of Kriya practice is the most vital part of the practice and usually the
most neglected. After you have prepared yourself for practice and breathed your
Kriya, be sure to allow enough time for the spiritual energies that are released to
soften your karma. These energies bring forth unconscious and superconscious merit
that comes to the surface so it can manifest in your life.

8.11  Sit quietly and allow the aftereffect of your practice to be absorbed into each cell of
your body and every petal of your mind. Store it there so you can use it when you
need it.

8.12  The careful study and daily practice of these five stages will yield definite and
positive results. However, be sure that you do not over exaggerate or ignore the
basic teachings that you have been given. It would be wise to go back and review
your Kriology lessons.
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CD #39—Combing of the Aura

I. Sweeping the astral
A. Entering into the astral plane

1. Astral plane is 900 times larger then the physical plane
2. Astral plane is prior to physical plane
3. Astral plane will exist before and after physical

II. Thought forms (are gluey)
A. Thought forms exist within us
B. We create our own thought forms

1. We emanate out thought forms from our being
C. Each person has a magnetic force field particular to them

1. We attract other thought forms to ourselves

III. Karmic particles (the yogic definition of thought forms)
A. They cause you to react in a certain unconscious pattern
B. Thought forms from others can stick to you
C. Sometimes you need to cleanse your aura

1. The outer level of your aura is your mind set
2. The inner level is the body level (heat level)

D. To be free of the past and other people’s auras is to free yourself of astral residue
1. If we do not cleanse our aura, we are stuck with the momentum of the past.
2. We need to change and grow. That is why we need to comb our aura.
3. If we do not comb it, we keep attracting other people’s emotionality

IV. Browning movement
A. All particles of air are bouncing around

1. They must bounce past all other particles in the room
B. Eastern mystical thought says our sense organs go wherever our mind says to

go
C. This goes against the Browning movement

1. Subtle sense organs go out of the body wherever our mind says
a. They live in the astral world

V. The astral world has three parts
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A. Lower—emotional (the dream world)
B. Middle—little emotion
C. Upper—no emotion

VI. Best time to sweep the aura is at the new moon
A. Write how you feel in your journal
B. In two weeks at the full moon write again how you feel and compare
C. Spend three times longer doing it (20 or 30 minutes) when the new moon is in

your sun sign or on your birthday
D.   To comb your aura use rapid breaths and push the stomach in and out

1. Do it in the bathtub and then shower afterwards to symbolically cleanse it
away

VII.  To cleanse, pull energy out of the legs and arms and send to the trunk and then into
the spinal cord.  From there, mentally go from the bottom of the spine up to the sun
center. There it will become a dot. Then imagine you lift the energy up as high as you
can go and cause it to burst above in the astral. See a white cloud dropping golden
rain drops and washing the thought forms away. Then go back to the sun center and
close it down; bring the light back to the sun center, down the spine and then back
out to everyone (even those you do not like).

 VIII.  Conclusion: The astral world is a state of consciousness that exists within us.
A. The path of  Kriya is a path of service
B. Serve by not responding to other’s emotionality and generating a positive aura
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CD #40—The Value and Purpose of Mantra

I. Practicing mantra
A. Gives you guidelines for improving your life
B. Removes limitations

1. Lacks in love, support, happiness etc.
C. This balances the mind, softens the karma and removes emotionality

II. We are working on past emotional conflicts (our childhood or past lives)
A. We get stuck which brings boredom. Discouragement, dejections, depression,

and loss of  power
B. Samsara – life is dull and terrible – lifetime after lifetime

1. Yoga says stop using the same methods to get what you want
2. Learn to break free and then you will break samsara

a. Think a new thought, break through your limitations of tunnel thinking

III. Mantras are the most powerful way to break the samsara
A. Without a new thought your next life will be the same
B. Limited samsara – see yourself as only one thing not multifaceted
C. To permeate something repeat it symbolically
D. Use the correct mantra
E. Use the opposite of what you want to change

1. If you want to change fear use courage
F.    Japa – repetition of the mantra

1. It allows our mind to become absorbed in the meaning of the mantra.

IV. How you emphasize the syllables of the mantra
A. This will take you to another level

1. This will take you though all the chakras male and female
2. There are twelve states of consciousness

a. Each state is 8.33% of our universe
b. We need to reach 10% or more to solve the problem

V. Standard mantra
A. Developed by sages of old

1. Passed on to disciples
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B.   Any spiritual mantra (a watch word comes from religious songs)
1. To chant the mantra properly will soften the karma

a. Any mantra properly chanted will in time balance all the chakras

VI. The mantra breaks through what we see with our  senses
A. Buddhi (part of the brain that is discerning)

1. Our emotions color the impulses coming in
B.  By chanting mantra we soften the key factor, the emotionality of our brain.

1. The filter thins down and then dissolves away

VII.  Nature is not against God or God against nature
A. Life is good. Life is as it should be.
B. Mankind has a distorted vision
C. It is there as rita

1. There is a time for everything

VIII.  Astrology
A. Shows the pattern of the universe
B. Shows the right time to do something

IX. Mantra gives attunement
A. Every mantra has a name and a form

1. Every mantra has the name of God
a. God is a forcefield of nature in a given form

B. Attune to a principle and dissolve the thoughts that are limiting and negative
1. What principle of nature do you want to attune to?
2. In yoga what chakra do we want to attune to?

X. Choose a mantra and stay with it.  Chant the mantra past the point of boredom.
A. Stay with the mantra until the mind becomes dull

1. The mind will go to sleep and then the power of the mantra will swell up.
B. A mantra can be in any language

1. Definition  of mantra: The ability to think (thought form)
a. Thinking is linear. We move from here to there (to the solution)

C. We must concentrate on one thought form at a time (clarity of purpose)
1. You must be willing to give up everything else

a. You may not have to give up everything else but you must be willing to
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b. One wish, one dream, one goal
c. Eck – one thought, one goal, one purpose – Become more centered

D. Stages of chanting
1. First stage is muttering
2. Second stage is saying it loud
3. Third stage is to scream it
4. Lastly, chant it silently and then mentally without moving the tongue

a. Push the tongue to the roof of the mouth to hold it still

XI. What do I value in life or who do I admire?
A. To become this you must attune to it
B. Pick one mantra that will let you attune to it
C. You must overcome the three force fields

1. The transits
2. Primary progressions
3. Natal chart

D. The three forms of chanting remove these force fields
1. The first removes transit nature
2. The second removes primary progression
3. The third shakes off the natal chart
4. From there you go back to the silent chant and then the mental chanting to

break yourself free of the natal chart. That is where the attunement happens,
in the silence. You become one with life. You become nature.

XII.  The two supreme mantras
A. “Aum” the symbolic vibration of the goodness and blessing of life

1. Quick inhale and then chant the mantra out as long as you can
2. The most important part of the mantra is the silence after the mantra, when

you attune to the meaning of the mantra
B.  The twelve lettered mantra
C. There are twelve fundamental states of consciousness – six male and six female
D. This mantra will reveal your own primary mantra
E. This mantra will strengthen any single fundamental state of consciousness that is

lacking within us or soften a fundamental state that is too strong and causing us
to be imbalanced.

F. It is the principle of the life breath or self-consciousness
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G. This keeps us aware
H. Vasudeva’s father was Lord Krishna and Lord Krishna is the son of Vasudeva.

They are one and the same.

XIII.  Mankind is forming its own rita which is disorder. At times an avatar descends to
rebalance the human disorder.
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CD #41—Clarity of Purpose

I. Clarity of purpose
A. It is the commitment and driving force behind a mature person (this is the spiri-

tual path)
1. It is self-directed

a. The guru is like the mother – they raise the child to be free, to dream their
own dream.

B. This allows you to become more content, less emotional, more stabilized, and
more self-observing
1. The guru shows you the path

a. It begins with the direction of the teacher
b. Then you realize that you must be self-directed

i. This happens when you find your own clarity of purpose

II. We are all in different stages of evolution
A. No one is higher, better or lower, just different

III. How do we find our clarity of purpose?
A. We dream a dream but it is directed by our own belief system

1. This is directed by our society
B. Rita – the order of the universe

1. If we see the order of the universe we will see where we are in the universe
2. To have clarity of purpose we must know where we are in this order.

C. The goal is two fold
1. You must shut your mouth
2. You must open your ears

IV. Stop listening to your internal dialogue when you are listening to others
A. Go to a peaceful place

1. Walking meditation
a. Ask for clarity of purpose
b. Bring that clarity out of your mediatation and into your life

B. Self study
1. Again see the order of the universe
2. Study symbolism
3. Study astrology
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V. The theory of the cycles
A. The study of timing
B. Know your internal timing

1. Moods
C. Looking for the temporal dimension

1. Consciousness existing in time (ourselves)
2. The great reality – life outside of time

D. Change your pattern of sleep to change your life
E. Emulate the pattern of the seasons

1. Rest period
2. Work period
3. Fruitation period

a. Seeing the pattern allows you to see your options more clearly
i. Allows you to pick a higher goal

VI. What are you trying to accomplish in this lifetime and why?
A. Is this my dream or someone else’s?

1. Go into formal meditation
2. Where do you want to be in 15 or 25 years from now?
3. Where do you not want to be in 15 to 25 years from now?
4. Reflect on what you are trying to do
5. Use a direct method to go after your goal

a. Believe in the righteousness of your goal

VII.  Become a self-directed person
A. Know your goal

1. This will show you the direct path
2. Know the things not to do because they will stop your dreams

VIII.  Is this the highest goal for me?
A. Any goal is right
B. It is not the goal it is the self discipline that will take you to your highest goal
C. Understand the difference between realizing and knowing

1. Sometimes the best goal is the easiest to obtain. You  will have the realization
that you can achieve (you are the creative purpose)
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IX. Achieve realization or clarity of purpose and self-direction
A. Any goal will do

1. Pick an easy goal to achieve and attain realization that you can do it
B. The ashram

1. Those with the same goal will be attracted to one another
C. If you can think it you can not have it
D. Come out of the ego self to a higher self and then a higher cosmic self through a

higher chakra
E. You must also speak it out loud
F. Remove the confusion (the emotionality) and then you can communicate with

anyone
1. You help others dream their dream, so you can dream yours

X. Clarity of purpose is the fullness of benefiting in body, mind and spirit
A. If I help myself, then I have helped all of mankind, and if I help mankind I have

helped myself.  We are not separate.
B. Read all the autobiographies that you can

1. You gain the experience of their life
C. With clarity of purpose you can have all. You do not have to choose one or the

other. You simply must choose which comes first.
D. You have to keep your focus on the same dream

XI. Conclusion: Do not depend on the outside (people or books)
A. If you do depend on external forces, do it only for a short time
B. The goal is love towards separation
C. You then have spiritual wings of wisdom
D. Dare to dream your dream. He who teaches is truly taught and she who loves is

truly loved.
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CD #42—Beholding Your Reflection in the Mirror of Existence

I. A universe of beauty, love and harmony; and a path of wisdom

II. Who am I, where am I , what am I? What is my nature?
A. A mirror to see ourselves

1. As a mantra
2. Either many mantras or a single mantra

B. To evolve to a nobler form
1. Transform yourself

a. First you must know who and what you are
2. Change what needs to be changed

C. You must leave alone what needs to be left alone

III. You live in a world
A. What type of a world do you live in?

1. The world that a street person lives in is not the same as the world of a multi-
millionare

2. There are as many different worlds as there are persons
a. The subject you pattern in your mind
b. It is always distorted because of the filters of our emotionality

3. The world, the cosmos is good
a. Therefore, we also are good
b. Our pain comes from our disorder and our need for control

IV. We are born into a place and a station in life
A. Where and how you are born is not a punishment
B. It is where we were placed to gain the lesson we need
C. The neediness or poverty exists in you, not the circumstances

1. You create your own universe
a. You must break the tunnel vision of your own making

V. The universe around us is the true magic mirror in which we see ourselves
A. We have created everything in our life

1. Your space shows what is in your head
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VI. We come into our environment with two key things; station in life and our horizon
of awareness
A. Limited thinking creates limited living

1. It is a symbol which reflects our lack
2. You will draw to you what you are

B. Our environment reflects our organization or disorganization, our ugliness or
beauty

VII.  Two people are talking.  One is only listening to his own internal dialogue.
A. We cannot see the mirror, we distort it.

1. The first step is to quiet the mind
2. Then ask to see it as it is and be a blessing instead of a pain to people

B. If we are halfway balanced we can come back, but if someone pushes us over the
edge, it is hard to come back

VIII.  Think the thought of what you want to be and where the value of it is in the
universe (sanga)
A. Everything around you is saying a different mantra, a different vibration

1. Can you hear it?
B. If you are loving, you will hear the loving things around you.

1. Pay attention to those things you dislike. We need this information also
C. Be sure of your total creation. Do not think an incomplete thought.

IX. When you quiet the mind, the heavy internal dialogue, then you can see what you
are attracted to.
A. They speak to us about what we need to change in ourselves

X. Every object around you mirrors what you are
A. Children mirror our true inner selves

1. If you are not qualified for the job of parenting then do not do it

XI. The monad
A. If you are intimate with life and life is intimate with you, you are in a state of

balance.

XII. In the reflected light of the perfect person, you may not like what you see about
yourself
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A. As you see yourself you start to lose the “honey sun”
1. You are not happy with your reflections

a.  You start to say, “It isn’t me, they are imperfect.”
B. See the beloved as they really are and accept them as they really are then you can

really love
1. Be non-judgmental
2. Then you can love; you can learn, grow and unfold. You will gain the energy

to live life as it should be lived
a. Work on polishing yourself, not them
b. This will bring meaning to your life

C. Polish your ego, the rough edges of your personality
1. Everything around you reflects the balance or imbalance within you
2. When you are happy with your environment at a deep level, you will start to

dissolve your karma away

XIII.  We are spirit moving through time
A. When we learn the lesson the environment will change
B. Know when the time is right to change and then move on with joy
C. We should not forget the past, we should daily be grateful for it

XIV. This makes us think the thought we could not think
A. The mirror shows us not only our problems but also our solutions

1. There is only you and your universe
2. Action or reaction, karma or Kriya

B. Look at the mirrors of the people that abuse you
1. We are not here to change other people or the environment
2. We are here to learn
3. To grow
4. To be happy

XV.  It is still you, your universe and your reaction
A. It is all subjective

1. Everyone is your creation
B. Be the fulfiller of good karma
C. Give the thought they have not thought

1. You will have given them freedom
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XVI.  Is there a real universe?
A. Yes, it can be perceived

1. You must shut off your five senses
B. One of the mysteries is the absolute universe

1. It cannot be known by study
2. It can only be known by going past samadhi to perceive the absolute uni-

verse
C. The drive to change something is emotionality

XVII.  We live in a time-delayed memory
A. We live in a subjective universe

1. It is here that we create
2. Others are also creating

a. Because of this magic occurs
B. When you balance the microcosm you can then actually see the macrocosm
C. Everything we touch we taint

1. These are the levels of karma
2. We want to possess it and then we lose the mirror

XVIII. Lose the mind and dream the dream of God
A. The twelve states of consciousness
B. If we withdraw our ajna chakra it is pure, there is then no stickiness to it

1. Learn from it, be a part of it
C. Quiet the mind through simple daily living

1. What one thing would you die for?
2. Do not die for it, live for it.

D. Serve the God within you and serve the God within others
E. Allow the mind to be sharper and more balanced
F. This is the dream of God to bring balance. This is beauty.

1. We ask, how do we serve God?
a. Balance the universe
b. Become part of the solution not part of the problem

XIX. Conclusion: It is all caused. Every event has more than one cause.
A. God manifests Himself to do something

1. See what is out of balance and put it back in balance
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2. Attain and sustain the balance
3. God consciousness is closest most people will get to bliss

B. There are twelve casuals within you to create something
C. You came into this world with samskaras not a blank slate
D. Do not take yourself seriously.  You will then bring yourself into balance and see

the magical mirrors around you to heal yourself and others
1. This will help God to balance the universe

E. God is good therefore the universe and life are good
1. If your universe is not good, it is by your own creation
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CD #43—Re-Entering the Path

I. If you are not finding happiness in your life then change it
A. Do not change it until it no longer bothers you

1. Do not change it with emotionality

II. What  brings a person to the path?
A. Almost everyone is brought to the path seeking power

1. We feel helpless in the face of others and nature
2. The enemy is inside of us not outside

III. You are living in your memory
A. The path allows you to remove the memories and the desires
B. Do not suppress your desire, do not judge it. Go with the flow.

1. To suppress it will make it come out stronger
C. If you feel it is an unhealthy desire then block out the craving and give it away
D. The game of getting the goal is the excitement

1. At first it is exciting
2. Then it becomes boring
3. Happiness is not a thing but a state of being

E. Once you have completed the goal you must replace it with something else
A. Do not be fascinated by desire and realize you can walk away

1. Break the fascination and you can walk away from it

IV. Seek something that will give you power without placing the power first in someone
or something else.
A. Beware of the man whose God is in the sky
B. Beware of the person who can only bow to one thing

V. People want the power to start the path and go to others who give them the power
externally
A. They then choke on the power for the rest of their lives

VI. If what we really want on the path is offered externally, then you must reject it so you
can stay on the internal path.
A. It will bring you into the external world. This brings you in contact with other

people’s karma
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B. If you reject it then you will be back on the path and you will find the inner goal.
C. The path will show you what you are doing wrong – not what others are doing

wrong

VII.  We must refrain from doing pain to others, mentally, physically or verbally

VIII.  Yoga is a path, not a cookbook method
A. The imbalances in your external world will pull you off the path
B. The head must always rule the heart
C. When people say they love something, they mean they want to possess it

1. You want to achieve unselfish love
a. You must use your head to find balance
b. Then you are on the path and only then can you move to the next step
c. On the path to obtaining knowledge, date and experience you often get

spiritual indigestion
i.   You need a period of time to take off

D. You have not left the path but are walking in small circles  until the digestion is
completed

E. Sometimes a violent external event will happen and you will need to leave the
path to heal or the body will die

IX. Conclusion: Walking the path is usually internal but sometimes you must leave the
path to externally go out in the world and solve the problem
A. Seek santosha.  The world is not content. Do what you can do without interfering

in other’s path. Then you can transcend the path.
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STUDY QUESTIONS - LESSON NINE

If you wish to have your study questions reviewed, please type your answers on a
sheet of paper and title it “Kriology Study Questions – Lesson Nine.” Include your name
and the date. Make copies for yourself and return your answers to the Temple by e-mail
or postal service. If you wish us to e-mail you the questions in an MS Word document,
please contact the Temple.

The Practice of Isvara Pranidhana
1. What is tapas?

2. What is the purpose of tapas?

3. What is Patanjali’s definition of Isvara?

4. Why do yogis seek to transcend the names and forms attributed to Isvara?

5. How does the Vedanta school describe God?

6. In the Kriya tradition, what is Isvara understood to be?

7. What is the practice of Isvara Pranidhana in the context of the Yoga Sutras?

8. What is Patanjali’s definition of avidya?

9. How does Patanjali articulate the thesis of Kriya Yoga?

10. In the esoteric tradition of Kriya, what is the practice of self-study?

11. How are karmic particles removed from the astral body?

12. How does the practice of tapas and svadhyaya lead naturally to the practice of Isvara
pranidhana?
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The Noble Ideal of Ishta Devata
13. Why are love, devotion, and service universally recognized as indispensable spiri-

tual practices?

14. What are gods and devas mystically understood to be, and what do they symbolize?

15. In yoga philosophy, how is the essential nature of a spiritual being described?

16. How is the essential nature of a human described in Kriology?

17. What is the Ishta Devata?

18. What are Nirguna Brahman and Saguna Brahman?

19. What is the mystical purpose of the Ishta Devata?

20. What is the distinction between the theological concept of gods and angels and the
mystical concept of the Ishta Devata?

21. What is shakti, and what happens when the shakti of the Ishta Devata is released?

22. Why must the Ishta Devata assume an anthropomorphic form?

23. What is the great gift of the Ishta Devata?

CD #39 –– The Combing of the Aura
24. How much larger is the astral world than the physical world?

25. What is the yogic definition of thought forms?

26. What are the two levels of the aura, and what do they represent?

27. What is the value of combing the aura?

28. When is the best time to comb the aura?

29. What is the distinction Kriyananda discusses between the three levels of the astral
world?
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30. What is the astral world, and where does it exist?

31. The path of Kriya is a path of ___________.

CD #40 –– The Value and Purpose of Mantra
32. What is the value and purpose of chanting mantra?

33. How does the practice of mantra affect the pattern of the mind?

34. Why should you continue to chant a mantra even when the mind has become bored
with it?

35. How many mantras are required to balance the entire chakric system? Why?

36. What are the four stages of a chant?

37. How do the different stages or forms of chanting correspond to the horoscope?

38. What is the value of chanting the twelve-lettered mantra?

CD #41 –– Clarity of Purpose
39. At the beginning of this CD, how does Kriyananda define clarity of purpose?

40. What is the purpose of a guru or teacher?

41. What in the meaning of the Sanskrit word rita?

42. How does an understanding of rita relate to attaining clarity of purpose?

43. How does Kriyananda articulate the difference between realizing and knowing?

CD #43 –– Re-Entering the Path
44. What should you do if you are not finding happiness in your life, and when should

you do it?

45. According to this CD, why are most people drawn to the path?
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46. What does it mean to say that we are living in our memories?

47. Why should you beware of the man who can only bow to one thing or whose God is
in the sky?

48. What happens to a desire when it is repressed?

49. What is spiritual indigestion, and how is it remedied?

CD #42 –– Beholding Your Reflection in the Mirror of Existence
50. In your own words, what does it mean to behold your reflection in the mirror of your

universe?
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